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About This Content

With the Sure-Shot outfit, Lara wears a competition style archery suit with high boots and forearm guards (single player outfit).
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Title: Tomb Raider: Sure-Shot Skin
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Crystal Dynamics, Eidos-Montréal, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Publisher:
Square Enix, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Release Date: 7 May, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP Service Pack 3, Windows Vista,7,8 (32bit/64bit)

Processor:Dual core CPU: AMD Athlon64 X2 2.1 Ghz (4050+), Intel Core2 Duo 1.86 Ghz (E6300)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:DirectX 9 graphics card with 512Mb Video RAM: AMD Radeon HD 2600 XT, nVidia 8600

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:12 GB HD space

English,German,French,Italian,Korean,Traditional Chinese,Russian,Polish,Dutch,Czech,Arabic
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Great Skin!!!. This is like, the only good Skin DLC.. I finished game with these clothes. It looks cleanest of all the possible
skins. She has only one glove on left hand, looks smooth and simply clothed.. Overall I like this skinn, I got all of them on a sale
so it was good deal, but there is one thing I think it would be better. Instead of the red and bright brownish pants, I think it
would be much better if the color was dark green with black leather. Like some people say in general the island is a dark place
(not only because of the lore), but because of the nature on it - mostly rocky with dark green plantation and would be a very
good camoflage. Anyway even if I enjoyed this one I prefer the Guerilla Skin, because it blended better with the enviroment and
has 1 thing that this skin greatly miss - Lara's wounds. During the game progress we see her in very cruel situations - stabed,
hitted, falling and whats so, the original skin has all the details about that and the Sure-Shot skin is like she just arrived on the
island and all the way thru the game she almost doesn't have a scratch. With the Guerilla Skin however I noticed she has even
more blood\/scars on her shoulder and face, which is why I played most of the time with the Guerilla Skin.

And - a small (almost insignificant) spoiler for Arrow TV show if someone didn't watch it but intend to:
 --- I know it's not really on the topic but I was a huge fan of the 1st and 2nd season of the Arrow show, and the island has
similarities with Lian Yu (the island Oliver Queen crahed in North China Sea, similair to Lara). SO I think there is somekind of
connection between Lara and Oliver with this island situation (+ both mastered archery) and the enviroment and nature seems
similar. It would be pretty cool if this "archer" skin was similair to the 1st version of Oliver's Arrow suit (without the hood). Just
IMO.. 10\/10 would bang Lara. Hot red sexy costume. Remind me Clair from Resident evil. Worth to buy it.. Outfit Lara with
the Demolition Gear, featuring an engineering jumpsuit and belt pack (single player outfit)
how do i change costume for character .. As unlockable I would recommend it, cannot recommend someone to pay for this, it is
outrageous. Instead of nothing when you find all secrets and 100% the game, you could get skins not pay for them.
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The skin has great & shiny colour but the only drawback is, the top slightly hides Lara's cleavage.
Not fair :(. i love her boot shes sexy. 'Hunger Games' anyone?
It's cool to be able to change skins for your character but make it unlockable and add special abilities. For this skin, the ability
could be infinite arrows and unlocked by killing a certain number of combatants with the bow.. DLC verdict: Don't get it OR 
Get it in the bundle with the base game

Comment:
It is just a new skin which you can change at the camp fires. However, it does not reflect the injuries Lara receives
(unlike her default skin) so it is very immersion breaking. But it is part of the GOTY edition so you could get this
through buying that version.
------------------------------------------------------------------
If you liked this DLC review you can find more in my Review Corner.. It's one of my favourite costumes. It adds
contrast to the grey world that surrounds her. Is it worth getting? Well I got it from a bundle, so no regrets here.. In my
opinion the best skin for Lara
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